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"By the mid 1990's, the situation (at the Foundation) had reached a crisis…. {until}  
George Bennett, a Boston entrepreneur… became intrigued with our project.” 
 
“This led to the founding of Health Dialog as a commercial partner to (the Foundation)" 
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“Dartmouth researchers also created a company, Health Dialog, to consult for 
insurers and others on Dartmouth’s findings.” 
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“Spencer Trask was right there to underwrite the plan, which was founded as Health 
Dialog”.  George Bennett, Health Dialog CEO said, “Spencer Trask was pivotal.” 
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"...because of the success of its commercial partner, Health Dialog...the Foundation 
has been on firm financial ground.  For this, my thanks go to Health Dialogs' founders, 
George Bennett and Chris McKown; its CEO, Pat Flynn; and my son, David Wennberg, 
President of Health Dialog Analytics.” 
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“ If the United states as a whole could safely achieve spending levels comparable to 
those of the lowest-spending regions, annual savings of up to 30% of Medicare 
expenditures could be achieved.”  
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“Such savings could provide the resource to fund important new benefits, such as 
expanded Medicare coverage….” 
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“So this is what Orszag looked for – and what he found.  The place was Dartmouth 
College, in Hanover, New Hampshire, and the man was named Jack Wennberg. 
 
Peter Orszag: “the reason that I wanted to go to C.B.O. was I thought that was one of 
the key bodies that could really delve into what we could do about it.” 
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As a fellow at the Brookings Institution, he became obsessed with the findings of a  
research team at Dartmouth showing that some regions of the country spend far 
more money on healthcare than others but that patients in those high-spending areas 
don’t have better outcomes…” 
     
“By the time Orszag became head of the CBO in January 2007, he was carrying the 
Dartmouth charts to congressional meetings and preaching to anyone who would 
listen about the “evidence-based” cure for rising medical costs.” 
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“Obama said he wanted Orszag to assume an expanded portfolio as OMB chief (the 
Office of Management and Budget,) serving as the administration’s budget czar and 
also as the driving force behind healthcare reform.” 
 
 
“….ascending to that inner circle. The promotion came because of, not in spite of, 
Orszag's crusade on behalf of health reform” 
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“This paper discusses opportunities for Congress and the Obama Administration to 
address key shortcomings in our health care system that result in unwarranted 
geographic variation and uncontrolled growth in health care spending. 
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Success in this effort will not only improve the quality of care, it will make it possible to 
extend coverage to America’s uninsured without inducing a major increase in health 
care spending…” 
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“Findings from this field set an agenda to save our nation’s beleaguered health care 
system.”  President of the World Bank, Jim Yong Kim  
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“The Dartmouth results… more than any other, has shaped the thinking of 
Peter Orszag, President Obama’s budget director.” 
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“[Orszag] wants to do no less than change the way medicine is practiced, eliminating 
unnecessary tests and unproven treatments.”   
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“…what enlivened Orszag and intrigues Obama: the possibility of reshaping medical 
practice in the United States through the power of evidence-based outcomes and data 
on comparative effectiveness.” 
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“…healthcare costs are the key to our fiscal future.”  
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“The core of… the Obama budget is Orszag’s belief (in)...Orszag’s ‘obsession’...(with) a 
government empowered with research on the most effective medical treatments…” 
 
President Obama was “betting his presidency on Orszag’s thesis of comparative 
effectiveness…” 
 
“He (Orszag) is the unlikely guardian of Obamaism itself.” 
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“In selling the health care overhaul to Congress, the Obama administration cited a 
once obscure research group at Dartmouth College” 
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"The research and efforts to reform medical practice reported in this book would not 
have happened were it not for...funding from the Foundation for Informed Medical 
Decision Making…"  
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From 1997 until 2010, Health Dialog paid $110 million in royalties to the Foundation, 
making Health Dialog far and away the largest supporter of the Dr. Wennberg 
research. 
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2010, March 22 – – “Obama signs The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.” 
“Mr. President, this is a big bucking deal,” Mr. Biden whispered. 
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“A world historical achievement, even more important to the United States than Social 
Security and Medicare.” 
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“The bill will affect virtually every man, woman and child in the United States.” 
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“The centrality of the Dartmouth data to the intent, at least, of health care reform is 
hard to overstate.” 
 
“Jack Wennberg is a modern day Copernicus, a man whose unearthing of inconvenient 
truths has stood the known world on its head. Now, in this extraordinary, lucid work, he 
shows that by placing hard evidence – and the patient’s actual well being – at the 
center of the health care universe…..could literally save millions of lives.”   
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